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It  is observed that on similar reawns as in classical theory of elasticity, 8 8  wave propagation in a semi-infinite poro- 
elagtic body is not possible and is possible when there is a layer of another poro-elmtic medium over it, i.e., Love 
waves. Two particular cases s1.e considered in one of which phase velocity can be determined for a given wave 
length. In the same case, equation for phase velocity is of the same form afl that of the olasaical theory of 
Elastioity. 
In  1941, M. A. Biot1 gave the governing equations of the solid phase and liquid phase of a poro-elastic 
medium based on a continuum model when static loads are applied on the boundary of the body. Numerous 
Soil Mechanics problems are solved based on it. Later he extended the theory for the case of dynamic 
loads2. Using this, only a few problems are solved. Puke propagation in a poro-elastic medium was studied 
by J. P. Jones3 and wave propagation due to a point moving load by S. Paul4. 
In  this paper the problem of Love wave propagation is studied in a poro-elastic medium. Just as in the 
classical bheory of elasticity, assuming the earth to be a semi-infinite poro-elastic medium, SH wave pro- 
pagation cannot be studied because of a mathematical diEculty. A few general remarks can be made in this 
context. Later treaiing the earth. to be consisting of a poro-elastic medium with a layer of different pore- 
elastic material over it, is studied, i.e., Love waves. In  one of the simplest cases, i.e., when *dissipative 
nature and mass coupling effects of the pore-elastic media are neglected, the equation for phase. velocity 
bears a similarity with that of classical theory of elasticity. Hence no need of numerical work is felt, in 
this context, 
F O R M U L A T I O N  A N D  S O L U T I O N  O F  T H E  P R O B L E M  
In  the solution of the problem of SH wave propagation in a semi-infinite elastic medium, say earth the 
difficulty arises out of the stress free nature of the free surface. This makes the displacement to be zero identi- 
cally. So Love proposed to treat the earth, to be consisting of a semi-infinite medium with a layer of another 
elastic material over it and wave mainly to oscillate in the layer. But recently, another picture came to light. 
Purushothama6, K. M. Rao & B. K. Rao6 considering same problem in magneto-elasiic and micropolar 
semi-inhite media respectively showed that such motion ex is'.^. Here it is to be observed that when some 
side effects due to magnetic nature or micropolar nature are considered, the original difficulty can be circum- 
vented. This is because bhe secondary effects produce additional shear stress(es). 
In the case of a pore-elastic medium, the side effect of pores is considered. p u t  within the limitations 
considered upto" this side effect does not contribute to additional shear stress(es): Hence in this case, as in the 
case of classical theory of elasticity, SH wave propagation can not be consider4 in assemi-infinite medium. 
' Hence in the following the problem of Love wave propagation is considered ' ct semi-infinit.0 poro-&stic 
medium. However it may be pointed out that when vie-poro-elastic semi-' ite medium is considered, 
the SH wave propagationmay be possible in a s&mi-i@$e medium, L the, 
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Let the origin of a rectangular cartmian co-ordinate system be at the interface, x-axis in the direction of - 
propagation of the wave and y-axis into the semi-infinite medium. z-axis is taken appropriately so that 
oxyz is a right handed system. Let H be the thickness of the layer so that the free surface is given by y=-H. 
In this caee, the non-vanighing displacement component w and W of solid and liquid respectively are , 
given by 
W =  Bea$+ik  ( x -  c t ) ,  W = B l e a y + i k  ( 0 - c t  1. 
Substituting in t b  equation of motion 
a2 - grad ( Qe + RE ) = - a a t2 ( pl1 -!- p12 0) - b- ( a - a) at 
wh(ue a and are the displacement vector of a solid particle and a liquid particle respectively, onegets 
where 
u = r + is , paa = pi1 ~ 2 2  --: PI: 9 P = pi1 + 2 ~ 1 a  + pas - 
Solving these two, we get two values for r, f say, and two values for S , & 61 say. ' 
Let the displacement w in the layer be 
and for the half epaoe. 
where A1, Aa, A, &re arbitrary constants. 
0 
The disphement W for pore w a h  L given by 
i 8, Y + i k  (X ct) -rsy ibq - Pl/ 
in the layer and W =, e ib, + p22" A1 8 L 
for the half space. 
The boundary ~onditi.~tls o be satisfied are : 
, 2 ,  (i) r must be ~on t inuous~~~~ ,  p18 the interface, q 
(ii) Ozy is continuous a@. hi., &e interface 8 1 3 . 1 ~  at the f r ~ e  surface must be FerO, 
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From the first condition, we get 
A2 -I- A3 = AI (1) 
The second condition gives 
1 
N, [ A 2  ( - r l ' + i 8 , )  + ~ ~ ( r ~  + i s , ) ]  = %  [ A , ( - %  + ; a d ]  (2) 
The third condition gives 
For a non-trivial solution of (I), (2) and (3), we must have, 
which reduces to '6 
N2 ( r2 - ,i 82 ) r1 
tanh ( rl H ) = - [ N l ( r :  + S S l a )  - i 8 ,  & ( r , - - i 8 , ) ]  4 ( 6 )  
Separating real qnd imaginary parts, two equations in c  and k are obtained. 
- a 
Particular cases 
i ( I )  When dissipative nature of the media is negligible 
. I 
-- 
1 - ca pg2 In thiscase b, = b2 = 0 ,  then 6 = 0 and r  = 
One of the equations from ( 6 )  is identioally satisfied and then second reduces to, 
,+ 
i 
NZ r ,  
tanh ( r 1 H )  = -- . 
3 1  r1 
In this case there is only one equation (6) connecting c  and k. Hence for a given value of c  in (c,, ca) k 
am be determined. 
I 
where 
This interval is bigger than its counterpart of cla&cal theory of elmticity. Equation (7) is in the aame form 
as that of the classical theory of the elasticity; but for replacing the constants (c, and c2). So the grapbs 
for c  and k are not given below. 
(2) Addibionally mass coupling effects are negligible 
In bhis case, = Pli = 0. As we can get c  and k in the same way as in the first particular case, the 
same conclueions are valid here also. 
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